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A MESSAGE
FROM OUR
FOUNDER
Dear Friends, Partners and Supporters
Year 2018 has presented Bulir Padi Foundation with a huge challenge. A challenge
for overall organizational growth, as well as individual growths as well. A non-profit
organization will never be sustainable without a consistent and strong Vision and Mission
which will take it forward throughout the many Programs it will manifest itself into. And
I believe that Vision alignment is the foundation for a non-profit’s sustainability, ensuring
that the Organization’s Vision for Education Inclusivity for the Marginalized Community
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is always at the heart of everything we
do. Moreover, ensuring that every single
person working in our organization not
only understand our Vision, but also share
the same while internalizing it in their
daily lives.
In 2018, we consistently focused our
Programs under the pillars of Belajar
untuk Maju, Membaca untuk Maju and
Bekerja untuk Maju. One of the main
highlights for this year has been working
together with UPS Indonesia in building
our Center for Excellence “Rumah
Ide” as part of our very first women
empowerment project. We are hoping
this humble community center will
become a symbol of hope to empower
the women in the community. Secondly,
as we congratulate the graduates of
2018, we are reminded once again of our
Vision/Mission and impacts. Surely there
is no arguing that social impact happens
with scale. But I also believe that there is
something to be said of making impact
with quality rather than scale. We are
proud of being able to help shape our
target beneficiaries in reaching their
potentials in becoming self-sufficient
human beings.
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Lastly, the most important highlight
of 2018 is the reason why this year,
I believe, is the most defining year
for our journey. This year, we had the
courage to step back, allowing the
space and time for reflection and
review- of our Vision and Mission,
our relevance, the beneficiaries, our
Programs, as well as the Impacts we
have made. I truly believe that this year
provided us with the foundation for our
future growth and sustainability. Year
2018 marked as the huge momentum
and leap we are to make in the next
years to come. I can’t wait for what the
future holds for Bulir Padi Foundation
and the many more beneficiaries’ lives
it will touch!

Tia Sutresna
Chairwoman
Bulir Padi Foundation
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Working together with UPS Indonesia in building our Center for Excellence
“Rumah Ide” as part of our very first women empowerment project.
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HIGHLIGHTS
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SINCE 2002

Yayasan Bulir Padi (Bulir Padi) is a Jakarta based non-profit organization
launched in 2002 that helps children from low-income families by providing
them with scholarships and access to better education. These scholarships
are given based on the GPA grades and it is our objective to empower Bulir
Padi Foundation scholars to develop into responsible adults and contribute
positively to the welfare of their families and communities in the long run.
Bulir Padi’s vision is to provide the necessary education for under-privileged
kids in order to develop trust and confidence in them. We also aim to plant a
positive mind-set for them so that they could develop to become independent
individuals with self-confidence.
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BELAJAR
UNTUK
MAJU

SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
•

Provide incentive based scholarships based on academic GPA and financial
background to children of low-income families.

•

Ensure these kids go to school and stay off the streets, so they can grow
up into confident and self- sufficient individuals in order to improve their
families’ quality of life.

•

Help low-income community, including single mothers, who are struggling
financially to pay for their children’s tuition fees.

SCHOLARSHIPS ARE GIVEN BASED ON THE SCHEME BELOW:

AVERAGE GRADE ON STUDENT'S
REPORT CARD				

BULIR PADI SCHOLARSHIP
SUBSIDY (IN %)

Less than or equal to 5,9			

50%

6,0 - 7,9					75%
8,0 - 10,0					100%
Each sponsor receives regular semester-based updates on the academic
performance of his/her sponsored child(ren).
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MEMBACA
UNTUK
MAJU

PUSTAKA BULIR PADI
To support literacy in marginalized communities, Bulir Padi Foundation set
up public libraries Pustaka Bulir Padi in Palmerah, West Jakarta in 2012 and
Bidaracina-Otista, East Jakarta in 2015. These two libraries continue to serve
around 700 families in the communities where we operate.
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GERAKAN ANAK CINTA BUKU
This program aims to increase literacy and reading proficiency among children
of marginalized communities. In addition, GACB runs activities to help develop
a child’s love for books and sharpen his/her critical thinking skills.
Activities include sharing sessions on making reading plans, creating a book
club, a literacy event talk show, and selection of “Reader of the Year” award
among GACB participants. The program is held at Pustaka Bulir Padi.
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BEKERJA
UNTUK
MAJU
CAPACITY BUILDING WORKSHOPS AND TRAININGS
Gemilang
A soft skills training program as part of our efforts to empower our kids and
communities around them. The focus of these workshops is for career guidance, finance
and bank management in order to help kids to provide them with the necessary skills to
make them prepared and ready for work as they graduate from middle school and high
school levels.
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"English for Confidence" (EFC)
This program was launched in May 2017 to develop confidence in the kids in using the
English language. The focus on the teaching method is to ensure that the kids have a
fun and entertaining way of learning English. This program is run with the help of our
volunteers who also contributed in making a lesson plan for EFC.

Pemuda Peduli
This program aims to support positive character development among Bulir Padi
Foundation students. Our objective is not only to produce academically sound students
but also individuals with positive characters who care and will contribute back to their
own community.
Program activities are aimed at middle and high school students and include social
mapping and Tour the Kampung, as well as a group challenge to develop ideas on how
to improve their surrounding community.
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Berdaya Berkarya
This program is made possible by a grant from The UPS Foundation and is aimed at
women in the marginalized communities where we operate. Many of the program
participants are mothers of Bulir Padi Foundation students.
The objective is to build a woman’s capacity to determine her own future and become a
positive agent of change within her community. Activities include training and coaching
by volunteers to help on these topics: Confidence Buliding, Business Awareness and
Planning, Marketing & Distribution, and Financial Literacy. Participatns are encouraged
to work in groups and submit a business plan of which are reviewed and judged by an
expert panel comprised of volunteers that include a university marketing professor, CEO
of an Indonesian digital marketplace company, and a senior banker.

Bidikmisi
A mentorship program to help our Bulir Padi Foundation access and apply for the
Government’s university scholarship Program – Bidikmisi.
Our Program Manager and volunteers serve as guides for students who are interested to
pursue a higher education at a university level and therefore are in need of help in terms
of coaching as well as navigating the Bidikmisi application process.
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MORE
COMMUNITY
INITIATIVES
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RUMAH IDE BULIR PADI CENTER
FOR EXCELLENCE
This year Bulir Padi Foundation was able to build a training center in our location of operations at
Bidaracina, East Jakarta with the help of a grant from The UPS Foundation. This training facility
serves as a base for Bulir Padi Foundation to run training workshops and programs that will benefit
our scholars and the community.

KELUARGA SEHAT
Milk is one of the main sources for important vitamins and calcium that is what is by kids to receive
the correct nutrition, especially for kids who are from a financially unstable family. Ever since
November of 2013, we provide milk and food to 60 young children from PAUD and posyandu for
marginalized families located in RW 03 Palmerah, West Jakarta and RW01, East Jakarta.
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SERVING THE
COMMUNITY
WITH HELP
FROM OUR
VOLUNTEERS
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Entrepeneurs/
Business Owners

15%
25%

All of Bulir Padi Foundation’s programs
will not be possible without the help
and support of our volunteers.

University students

60%
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Professionals

In 2018 as many as 60 volunteers
have helped us run our education
programs for Bulir Padi students, such
as Gemilang, as well as our community,
such as Berdaya Berkarya.

MAKING A
POSITIVE
IMPACT IN OUR
COMMUNITY
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Bulir Padi Foundation provides scholarships to marginalized children
in Palmerah, West Jakarta and Bidaracina, East Jakarta. Our student
graduation rate is 99%.

Meet our alumni: Rosnelly
Rosnelly is the third child of five siblings. Her parents run a small shop to
help provide for the family. She was enrolled in Bulir Padi Foundation’s
Scholarship Program between 2000 – 2006.

“I feel that Bulir Padi Foundation has helped my family
so much by providing me with a scholarship to continue
school and obtain a high school diploma,” said Rosnelly.
Rosnelly’s parents are proud of her accomplishments today. As an alumni
of the Bulir Padi Foundation, she has built her career in the same company
that she joined upon completing high school in 2006. Rosnelly started
working at CV Sari Rasa Nusantara as a waiter, and over the years she
continued to excel to become a team leader, supervisor and restaurant
manager. Her hard work has paid off and she currently works as an area
manager for the company.
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SCHOLARSHIP UPDATE
TOTAL SUBSIDY/MONTH

SD 21%

SMP 18%

SMA 61%

WE ARE COVERING 87.8% OF AVERAGE SCHOOL FEES.

SCHOOL
LEVEL

AVERAGE
TUITION

AVERAGE
SUBSIDY

% SUBSIDY
COVERAGE

SD (6)		

Rp 359,167		

Rp 346,667		

97%

SMP (8)		

Rp 276,875		

Rp 222,188		

80%

SMA/K (21)		

Rp 327,143		

Rp 286,155		

87%

TOTAL TUITION AND SUBSIDY 2018
SCHOOL LEVEL

TOTAL TUITION		

TOTAL SUBSIDY

SD (6)		

Rp 25,860,024		

Rp 24,960,024

SMP (8)		

Rp 26,580,000		

Rp 21,330,048

SMA/K (21)		

Rp 82,440,036		

Rp 72,111,060

TOTAL (35)		

Rp 134,880,060		

Rp 118,401,132

SD: elementary school
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SMP: junior high school

SMA/K: high school
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CONGRATULATIONS TO
OUR 2018 GRADUATES!
Firda Nur Azizah

SMK

Ozi Firmansyah

SMK

Dina Edwina

SMK

Rio Saputra

SMK

Ezra Irawan

SMK

Diva Selly

SMK

Kaharli Maulana

SMK

Sarah Yulita

SMK

Sharul Ardiansyah

SMK

Shelvira Maurice

SMP

Jl. Tanah Abang I no.11F
Jakarta Pusat 10160
www.bulirpadi.com
email. info@bulirpadi.com
tel. +62 822 9803 2828
+6221 350 5994
www.facebook.com/bulirpadi
www.twitter.com/bulirpadi
www.instagram.com/bulirpadi

